
966 = medium baby green  3770 = (very) light tawny 3371 = black brown 

B5200 = snow white   801 = dark coffee brown  436 = tan 

738 = very light tan 



Reading a cross stitch chart 
A cross stitch chart tells you everything you need to know about where to stitch and what color 
to use. The grid on a cross stitch chart corresponds to the grid created by the weave of the 
fabric, and each colored square on the chart represents a cross stitch. A combination of colors 
and symbols in the squares (or symbols only if the chart is black-and-white) tell you which 
color of floss to use. Use the chart legend to map the symbols to the floss colors. 

 
When you begin a new cross stitch project, it is a good idea to start stitching in the middle of 
the design. That way you make sure your design is centered in the fabric. Small arrows at the 
edges of a cross stitch chart indicate the center points. Take a look at your chart and find an 
area close to the center to start with. It can be easier to start with a large block of color instead 
of part of the pattern that changes color frequently. 
  

Find the center of your fabric 
To find the center of your fabric, fold it in half one way and then fold it in half the other way. 
Pinch and crease the center point to mark it. You can place a pin in the center or make a small 
stitch to further mark the center point. 
  

Prepare your thread 
Pick the color of floss you are starting with and cut a length about 18 inches long. If you go 
much longer than this, the thread is more likely to get knotted when you stitch. Most 
embroidery floss is made up of six strands of thread twisted together. Depending on the fabric 
you are using, you will typically stitch with only one or two strands at a time. This project uses 
three strands. To separate out a strand, hold the floss with one hand and pinch the end of one 
strand with the other. Gently and slowly pull the strand up and out until it is separated from the 
remaining strands. Only pull one strand at a time. Pulling multiple strands may cause the floss 
to knot. 
 

Making a row of cross stitches 
Cross stitch is generally worked in rows going from left to right. Refer to your stitching chart 
to figure out where you want to begin stitching. Starting from the back side of the fabric, bring 
your needle up through a hole toward the front, leaving about an inch of thread at the back. 
You will cover the tail with your stitches as you work to secure it. Next pass your needle 
through a hole diagonally across from where you started to make a slanted half cross stitch (/). 
Be sure to hold on to the tail at the back of the fabric so it doesn’t slip through. 



 

Start your second half cross stitch by bringing the needle back up through the hole that is di-
rectly below the one you last used. Before you pull this stitch tight, flip your fabric over to the 
back and make sure the thread tail will be trapped by the stitch. 

 

Continuing stitching along the row to make a series of half cross stitches (////). 

 

Next return across the row making a series of half cross stitches in the other direction (\\\\). 

 

 

Making individual cross stitches 

In some places on your design it may be easier to make a complete cross stitch before moving 
on to the next stitch instead of working in rows. Follow the diagram below to make individual 
cross stitches. 



 

 

Ending your thread 

Keep stitching until you reach the end of the thread or until you run out of stitches in your pat-
tern. On the back side of the fabric, pass the needle under at least three completed stitches to 
secure the thread. Trim the remaining thread, being careful not to cut it too close. 

 

 

Tips & tricks 

You will quickly get comfortable making basic cross stitches. Here are a few additional tips to 
keep in mind. 

Aim for a nice easy tension on your stitches. Don’t pull them so tight that they warp the 
fabric or leave them so loose that they gap. The stitches should lie flat against the fabric 
without pulling against it. 

Don’t make long jumps across the back of your fabric with the thread because they might 
show through on the front. When moving to a new area that is more than a few stitches 
away, you should end your thread and then begin it again in the new spot. 

Buy all your supplies for a project at the start. Thread comes in dye lots that may vary 
slightly between batches. 

As you stitch, the thread will tend to get twisted. Every once in a while, let your needle and 
thread hang freely to let it unwind. 

Have fun! Cross stitch is a relaxing and rewarding craft. Don’t stress too much about the 
details and enjoy the process! 

 


